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In 2017, BTS was the first K-pop group to win an award from a mainstream American
award show. In winning, BTS ended Justin Bieber’s 6-year streak of winning the “Top Social
Artist” award at the Billboard Music Awards (BBMAs). This award means that the winner has
the most engaged fans on social media. Notably, BTS, a Korean pop group who sings primarily
in Korean, won a major American award in the same year that Luis Fonsi’s song “Despacito”
became the longest no. 1-charting non-English language song in Billboard history. These
transcultural successes amazed the English-speaking public, who was used to only seeing
winning acts from traditional Western media capitals (TooFab Staff, 2017).
BTS has continued to win the “Top Social Artist” award every year since 2017, as well as
bigger awards at other major American awards shows. This success suggests that the media
flows bringing these different transcultural acts are likely to become a more permanent fixture of
the Western, Anglophone cultural landscape. This paper focuses on the East-West transcultural
flow that is challenging the culturally dominant West-East transcultural flow, with particular
attention to K-pop and BTS on hierarchical social media. The key to understanding this flow lies
in the very category BTS won: social media.
In order to understand the East-West transcultural flow BTS and K-pop represent, we
must first understand social media’s role in facilitating the flow itself. Studies of K-pop fandom
and social media have extensively discussed its broader role in developing K-pop’s Western
fandom (Jin, 2018; Jin and Yoon, 2016). Fandom studies scholars have also noted how different
social media platforms change how people organize and interact within fandoms (Morris, 2018).
Therefore, understanding the East-West transcultural flow that Anglophone K-pop fandom
exemplifies means examining how all major forms of social media fandom synthesize to
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facilitate this East-West transcultural flow. In turn, this synthesis requires paying attention to the
understudied social media platforms structured differently from Facebook and Twitter (Stoycheff
et al., 2017), in particular, explicitly hierarchical social media platforms like Reddit.
In this paper, I describe how a currently popular visibly hierarchical social media
platform, Reddit, differs from more “rhizomatic” social media-based fandoms, such as Twitter
and Tumblr (Morimoto, 2018: 286). I discuss how the hierarchical structure of Reddit influences
the flow of information into digital Anglophone K-pop fandoms to give a more comprehensive
picture of the East-West transcultural flow. I do this based on in-depth interviews conducted via
the text-based instant messaging service Discord in March 2020 with 8 moderators of the BTS
subreddit (/r/bangtan). /r/bangtan is the largest Anglophone BTS-specific forum with over
145,000 subscribed users at the time of writing. I also analyzed public posts made by regular
subreddit users interacting with the moderators to further explain the institutional hierarchy of
the BTS subreddit. In doing so, I show that when certain fans are in a position of power over
other fans, they become digital gatekeepers. I argue that by becoming gatekeepers, these fans
gain unlimited social capital and use it to control the content seen by the rest of the /r/bangtan
community. The gatekeepers of these hierarchical online communities therefore curate which
transcultural products to restrict and allow within their own fan community. Doing so controls
what BTS content /r/bangtan users will continue to interact with, perceive, and further spread
along this East-West flow. It also demonstrates a user desire for expert curators to filter out “fake
news” for them.
Background
Hallyu, or the Korean Wave
The East-West media flow has two main components: the original Eastern media circuits,
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and the crossover to the Western media sphere. K-pop’s original Eastern media circuit is Hallyu,
or the “Korean Wave,” broadly defined as the global popularity and export of Korean popular
culture. Hallyu is more than K-pop: it also includes things such as Korean beauty products,
Korean e-sports, Korean food, and Korean dramas. Korean dramas began the entire Hallyu
phenomenon in China in the 1990s and remained confined to Asia for the first two decades
(Shim, 2008: 15). However, by 2008, social media platforms’ rising popularity began what
communications scholar Dal Yong Jin refers to as “Hallyu 2.0,” during which K-pop rather than
K-drama began to widely circulate outside of Asia for the first time (Jin, 2016). As social media
continues to develop and rise in popularity in the Anglophone world, so does Hallyu and K-pop.
BTS is a K-pop group that has particularly risen to prominence in the Anglophone world
through social media. BTS has won international awards, and is known for their vast,
international fandom on all popular social media. Although BTS debuted as a group in 2013, it is
worth noting they did not perform on American TV until late 2017 at the American Music
Awards, after they won the award for “Top Social Artist” at the BBMAs earlier in the year. This
timeline means that BTS already accrued a large, US-based fandom before engaging in any
standard American media circuits. BTS has continued growing in international popularity as
well. According to a report by the Hyundai Research Institute in 2019, BTS generates US $4.9
billion for the South Korean economy alone each year (for reference, Psy generated US $844
million with his hit “Gangnam Style” in 2012) (Aurora, 2019; Elberse and Woodham, 2020).
BTS’ large, social media-based fandom is a relevant case study for understanding the various
dynamics within the East-West transcultural flow.
Reddit
Within the world of social media, this paper focuses on Reddit, a social news aggregation
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and discussion website. Users submit content to the site such as links, text posts, and images,
which other users then vote up or down and discuss. Within Reddit, there are separate
communities called “subreddits,” which house content pertaining to one specific hobby or topic.
The subreddit I am studying (/r/bangtan) houses content pertaining to BTS. According to the
public results of a /r/bangtan census in December 2018, over two-thirds of the /r/bangtan
community is between the ages of 18-27, 86.4 percent are female, and 70.7 percent are from
Western, Anglophone countries (meaning the US, Canada, the UK, and Australia), with 51
percent from the US alone (BTS Projects Team, 2019). While we can fairly assume that
/r/bangtan is dominantly composed of Westerners and native English-speakers from the statistics,
some users are not from a native English-speaking or Western country, and those who are might
speak English as a second or third language. Thus, while this paper uses the words “Western”
and “Anglophone” to describe the subreddit as a whole, we should note that a minority of users
who do not fit one or both of these descriptions exist. We should also note that the demographics
of the /r/bangtan subreddit do not reflect the whole platform of Reddit.
Reddit Moderators
Like the unique demographics of each subreddit, each subreddit has moderators that
create and enforce subreddit-specific rules detailing acceptable content and community comment
etiquette. In other words, the moderators control the “quotidian rhythm” of the space (Théberge,
2005), which differs from the hidden, indirect controls of rhizomatic social media via algorithms
(Hindman, 2009). Moderators typically create the rules governing the subreddit by “executive
fiat,” that is, without any user input (Seering et al., 2019: 1435), which is the case in /r/bangtan.
Moderators enforce these rules by removing rulebreaking posts and comments and by banning
users, again by “executive fiat”. When moderators remove posts and comments, they “establish
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a…set of boundaries within which discourse is acceptable,” (Squirrell, 2019: 1912). In other
words, removing posts allows moderators to gatekeep what is acceptable information for
subreddit users to interact with. This is why having moderators distinguishes Reddit as a
platform from Twitter or Tumblr. Twitter and Tumblr by design have no official built-in central
leadership for each community on the platform, and therefore do not explicitly gatekeep the
user’s view of the object of fandom.
Moderators are unpaid volunteers that are usually (though not always) selected from
within the community through an application process run by the established moderators,
differentiating them from paid content moderators on rhizomatic platforms (Gillespie, 2018). The
moderators are usually also fans in the community they moderate. The first moderator (or the
“top mod”) is either the person who created the subreddit, the first to ask Reddit’s administrators
to become the subreddit’s moderator, or the most senior moderator after those above them left.
For the junior moderators, during their application process, “head moderators tend to look for
members who understand the community’s values, have the maturity to set an example, and can
enforce the rules appropriately,” (Seering et al., 2019: 1423). In /r/bangtan, the aforementioned
qualities indicate having the interpersonal skills to act or appear unbiased to the community, the
importance of which I will explain in-depth later.
I am a moderator of the BTS subreddit I discuss in this paper, which I mention for
transparency and to follow the “aca-fan” tradition of fandom studies. I have been an active
member of the /r/bangtan community, and built much of the early culture and community from
the ground-up. I created the initial subreddit rules, constructed the standard practice for
subsequent moderators, and developed much of the early original content on the subreddit. I
helped select all of the current moderators, and I interact with them frequently as a fellow
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moderator and fan online. During my interviews, I emphasized to the moderators that their
answers would not affect any of their moderation duties. I do not hold any economic power over
the moderators, since moderation is an unpaid, voluntary position. The moderators trusted me
more as an academic interviewer because I was a peer, because if I misrepresent their words or
actions as a moderator, I would also misrepresent myself. This unique positionality allows me
unlimited access to the administrative underbelly of /r/bangtan, but it is also a limitation of this
study. This is because users are less likely to be critical of /r/bangtan to me due to the perceived
power imbalance.
Literature Review
Although /r/bangtan identifies itself as a fandom community, scholarly definitions of
fandom continue to evolve. Early publications, or the “first wave” of fandom studies, defined
fandom in relation to physical spaces and objects since social media was not widespread yet, and
combatted the negative narratives surrounding fans at the time (Cavicchi, 1998; Jenkins, 1992).
However, recent work on digital fandom shows how the negative valence of “fan” has declined
with the rise of social media, since everyone has “followed” or “liked” something before (Baym
et al., 2017). In fact, how scholars describe fandom structures has diversified as well, from
concepts related to Bourdieu such as subcultural capital (Hebdige, 1979) and the cultural
economy of fandom (Fiske, 1992), to ideas such as an imagined community (Anderson, 1983),
interpretive community (Lindlof, 2015), affinity spaces (Gee, 2005), fan world (Hills, 2017), and
the concept of the public (Warner, 2002). Along the same lines, recent research has illuminated
the fact that the diversity of social media platforms makes a fandom’s dynamics and organization
different on each platform (Morris, 2018), making each approach useful for analyzing different
platforms. Likewise, in this paper, I build on Bourdieu’s concept of social capital (1984) to
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describe the organization of the digital Anglophone BTS fandom that is unique to Reddit’s
hierarchical space. I expand upon social capital to describe how a moderators’ position within
the Reddit hierarchy allows them to function as a fandom gatekeeper.
Fandom studies scholarship has widely utilized Bourdieu’s theory of social capital. Some
scholars have cautioned against indiscriminately adopting Bourdieu’s work to fandom studies, as
it risks assuming that a fandom’s organization is exclusively caused by class distinctions
(Duffett, 2013). Others would agree, but emphasize the usefulness of Bourdieu’s theories in
discussing fan communities’ social hierarchies, wherein fans compete over knowledge, access to
the object of fandom, and status (Chin, 2018). In addition, scholars have noted that fandom
hierarchies are neither static nor monolithic, as they vary between platforms and are constantly
contested by other fans trying to move upwards in the hierarchy by gaining fandom knowledge
and reputation (Chin, 2018; MacDonald, 1998). Although this idea of fandom hierarchy is useful
for rhizomatic social media platforms, in this paper I show that within visibly hierarchical digital
spaces like Reddit, we can see those at the top of the hierarchy—often moderators or
administrators—as having unlimited, uncontested social capital that does not rely on their
knowledge or reputation. Instead, moderators’ social capital comes from their ability to control
community discourse and their ability to appear unbiased to the community, as I will show.
Outside of general fandom studies, digital K-pop fandom research has grown over the
past several years, with a focus on rhizomatic platforms. Scholars have conducted several studies
of K-pop fandom within Asia (Kim and Kim, 2017; Sutton, 2018). Ethnographic studies of
K-pop fandoms outside of Asia and the Anglosphere have grown too (Han, 2017; Min et al.,
2019; Otmazgin and Lyan, 2019), as well as Anglophone K-pop fandom ethnographies
(Abd-Rahim, 2019; Chang and Park, 2019; Yoon, 2019). However, recent research on
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Anglophone K-pop fandom and fandom studies in general has focused on fandom in rhizomatic
social media spaces such as Twitter or Tumblr, believing fan-moderated spaces such as forums or
LiveJournal pages are products of the past (Chin, 2018). In contrast to the above, this paper seeks
to address the lack of research on explicitly hierarchical social media fandoms. Hierarchical
social media platforms are important to fully understand how moderators gatekeep information
into transcultural spaces like /r/bangtan, and therefore influence what parts of Hallyu content
crosses over from the East to the West.
Political gatekeeping theory, not to be confused with fan studies “gatekeeping” (see:
Scott, 2019), is often applied to traditional political news media rather than digital fandom
communities. In the traditional sense, a gatekeeper’s role is to decide how and what news to
report, which will “determine what becomes a person’s social reality, a particular view of the
world,” (Shoemaker and Vos, 2009: 3). We often conceptualize this view as a lone news editor
deciding what stories to report within a physical newspaper’s limited space. However, with the
rise of social media, some might argue that traditional gatekeeping is dead due to the vast
amounts of information now available. But some scholars have noted that although “many, many
media gates exist…audiences attend to a relatively small percentage of those gates,” (Vos, 2015:
11) demonstrating that most people do not want to verify information across multiple sources.
Instead, most prefer a single trustworthy gatekeeper to curate the most important information for
them (Heinderyckx, 2015: 263). My research on /r/bangtan supports this, as users explicitly
prefer /r/bangtan because of the moderators’ gatekeeping of BTS news. Moderators’ gatekeeping
thus shapes the users’ “social reality” of the object of fandom, as I will discuss.
Fandom curators, who “are more established fans…with deeper knowledge of, and access
to, the fandom and its texts,” use their familiarity to introduce newer fans to a fandom (Kompare,
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2017: 107). Fandom curators are similar to political news gatekeepers, albeit confined to their
fandom space. This is because fandom curators, much like a political gatekeeper, decide what
information to expose to new fans and when, thereby “shaping the audience’s thoughts about
what the world is like,” the “audience” being the new fans, and the “world” being the object of
fandom (Shoemaker and Vos, 2009: 3). To elaborate, fandom studies scholar Derek Kompare
explains: “a curated museum exhibit affects ways in which visitors understand the objects
displayed, curated fan experiences shape how fans understand and engage with a text and
fandom that is new to them,” (Kompare, 2017: 108). In hierarchical fandom spaces like
/r/bangtan, the moderators shape the community’s attitudes towards the object of fandom
because they are the sole, unchallenged fan curators. Although users can access outside
rhizomatic spaces to find news forbidden from /r/bangtan, most would prefer for one trustworthy
source to determine what information is the most important to know, as in political gatekeeping
(Heinderyckx, 2015: 263). Users generally do not want to spend time sorting through the
plethora of disorganized content available on rhizomatic sites to find BTS news, as I will discuss.
However, the /r/bangtan moderators’ ability to shape fans’ perceptions and influence the
East-West flow is not just from gatekeeping—it is also specifically because /r/bangtan is a
transcultural fandom.
I use the term transcultural over transnational fandom because /r/bangtan users have no
inherently unifying traits beyond being English-speakers, BTS fans, and Reddit users, which are
“but one in a constellation of contexts” that might inform any one user’s affinity for BTS (Chin
and Morimoto, 2013: 93). In a transcultural fandom like /r/bangtan, gatekeeping’s effect is
doubled, because linguistic, geographic, and cultural barriers limit the average transcultural fan’s
ability to find information on their object of fandom. Therefore, the fans or spaces that can
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conveniently access, seek out, and curate information on the object of fandom are doubly
influential on newer fans’ attitudes. Further, unlike traditional political news which has a
plethora of competing news coverage (Vos, 2015), news outlets rarely cover transcultural fans’
object of fandom because they originate and circulate outside of traditional Western media
capitals’ view. This makes spaces like /r/bangtan that can be a singular curated news source for a
transcultural act like BTS even more influential in shaping fans’ perceptions of BTS. Both of
these points mean that the moderators of transcultural, hierarchical spaces like /r/bangtan greatly
affect how their community’s users will continue to interact with and spread Eastern media to the
West, and thus shape the East-West flow.
The transcultural Anglophone K-pop fandom provides a way to de-center American and
British media from fandom studies. Transcultural fandom scholars criticize fandom studies’
focus on English-speaking (usually white) fans of American or British media, and the sidelining
of overseas fandom to fandom studies’ periphery (Morimoto, 2018). As other transcultural
fandom scholars have noted, East Asian popular culture such as K-pop and anime illustrates a
reversal of the usual center-periphery of fandom studies, wherein mostly white, English-speaking
fans of Asian media occupy the transcultural periphery of a fandom (Chin et al., 2017; Morimoto
and Chin, 2017). Digital Anglophone K-pop fandom presents the opportunity to study the unique
insights a transcultural fandom can provide without language or distance barriers.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Demographics
Including myself, I interviewed 8 /r/bangtan moderators. All identified as female, and all
but one used Reddit frequently before becoming a member of /r/bangtan. All were regular users
of the /r/bangtan community for some time before becoming a moderator, ranging from half a
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year to two years. When interviewed, the time each respondent had been a moderator ranged
from less than a year to over three years. Only half identified as native English speakers or
bilingual (meaning they grew up speaking English and another language); the other half said
English was their second language. Almost all of the moderators came from either the United
States or Europe. The user-created posts I analyzed are public, meaning /r/bangtan is a
community accessible to anyone with open internet regardless of membership. The rules page of
the subreddit emphasizes this public accessibility (/r/bangtan wiki, 2020). However, posts the
moderators have removed are not public and therefore are not included in this paper for ethical
reasons.
Moderators’ Daily Tasks
A /r/bangtan moderator’s most important, recurring task is gatekeeping the subreddit’s
news feed. When I asked my interviewees what their most common task was, all agreed that it
was removing posts or comments that violate the community’s established rules, such as
“rumors” or “drama from another community,” as listed on the rules page (/r/bangtan wiki,
2020). As one moderator elaborated:
Me: So, a lot of [moderation] is deciding what should be removed, would you say?
Moderator #1: I would think that's about 90% of the job with just the amount of removals
we do in a day. The rest is keeping up with Bangtan [BTS] and reading/watching
everything that's been submitted.
The moderators gatekeep the subreddit news feed for the users by removing posts and comments,
affecting the flow of BTS information to their transcultural users. Therefore, deciding to remove
a post is the most critical action a /r/bangtan moderator can take. How a moderator decides
which posts to remove impacts the gatekeeping of the subreddit and influences users’
perceptions of BTS, therefore influencing the East-West flow.
Removal Decisions & Rule Creation
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As mentioned, the moderators make the community’s rules and removal decisions by
“executive fiat”. Users are rarely involved in the removal or rule creation process. For example,
Moderator #6 compared the post removal process to a judiciary panel, where the moderators
discuss amongst themselves what should be removed:
This is going to sound way full of ourselves, but [the decision-making process] operates
like a judicial panel.…The rules are the first level that guides what goes and what stays.
But just like with any law, then there are things that are a bit more grey…We decide those
by talking it out with the other mods and looking at precedent for what we've allowed or
not allowed in the past.…And then there are the things that are always about judgment
calls. Even though we have some pretty well detailed rules, some of those rules by their
very nature rely on the mods' judgment. For example…what is a difficult but valuable
and constructive discussion. For those types of decisions, we talk as a group, look at the
rules, and also look at the person posting. We have sub members that are very active
every day and you get to know them. So you can look at a comment that might seem like
trolling if it came from a complete stranger, but because it's from a regular member you
can give them more of the benefit of the doubt and that weighs in to whether to remove or
not if it's the type of removal that isn't black and white and requires a judgment call. The
opposite is also true.
Not only can /r/bangtan moderators veto content, they alone create and negotiate the very rules
governing their decisions. As a potential counterexample, Moderator #2 described a time when
the moderators did ask for user input regarding a new fanart rule: “There were a lot of mixed
opinions from the subscribers regarding all the fanart we featured, so we…asked how they
suggested we would solve it. In the end, it was us who decided what we were going to do.”
Although the moderators asked for user input into the rule-creation process, the moderators
ultimately made the decision themselves. This demonstrates that the moderators have the
authoritarian ability to create, change, and enforce the rules, which grants them functionally
unlimited control over the community’s worldview, like a political gatekeeper. For these reasons,
I say that in Bourdieu’s terms, subreddit moderators have unlimited social capital within their
community, as they alone control what community discourse and content is acceptable. But how
do moderators maintain their unlimited social capital and stay well-liked among the community
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despite their authoritarian rule?
Unbiased Perception & Social Capital
Since social connections are an integral way to gain social capital according to Bourdieu
(1984), we would expect the moderators to personally communicate with the community often to
gain these connections. However, remaining a well-liked moderator does not involve creating or
maintaining individual social connections. In fact, almost all of the moderators I interviewed
mentioned that they felt like they could not participate in the community like they did before
becoming a moderator, thereby stunting their ability to accrue traditional social capital. The
moderators said they felt this way because their comments were scrutinized for signs of potential
bias, as Moderator #6 elaborates (emphasis mine):
[Users] know you as a mod[erator] first and foremost and take your comments as
representative of the whole mod team. It makes it really difficult to engage in the
community to the same degree as before. Sometimes there are controversial discussions I
want to weigh in on, but I don't. I understand why it's necessary…For the sub[reddit’s
users] to be able to trust the mod team when we make hard or unpopular decisions,
they have to trust we're impartial. We try our absolute best to stay impartial and
fair as a group, but how could anyone believe that if you have a mod jumping into
one side of a debate? …Once I became a mod, it sort of ended my ability to engage with
the community in a personal way.
This response indicates that the community perceiving the moderators as unbiased is integral to
the peaceful functioning of /r/bangtan’s hierarchy. Instead of personal social connections like in
social capital, the important thing for a moderator is having the interpersonal skills to act or at
least appear unbiased to the community. The moderators of /r/bangtan are similar to the “neutral”
type of moderator described by Seering et al., who felt that suspected bias would hinder their
moderator credibility (1426). The moderator’s place in the hierarchy remains unchallenged so
long as the moderator appears unbiased when enforcing rules, which makes the moderators’
gatekeeping influence on fans’ perceptions of BTS more impactful.
As a disclaimer, a moderator maintains their status even if they do appear biased because
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users cannot forcibly revoke a moderator’s position. However, with this, moderators “must be
careful not to overplay their hand in seeking to inculcate a particular kind of space or else they
risk losing users who can simply go elsewhere if they no longer enjoy a particular subreddit,”
(Squirrell, 2019: 1913). So, while a moderator’s social capital is technically unlimited, it is in the
moderators’ best interest to remain on good terms with their users to grow the community (and
maintain their social capital). To clarify, although growing the community does increase the
moderators’ social capital by giving them control over more fans’ perceptions, I believe that the
/r/bangtan moderators primarily want to grow their community because they want to create a
positive, open discussion space for their fellow fans, making the increase in social capital an
unintended side-effect. I believe this explanation is more relevant because the /r/bangtan
moderator application process favors applicants with a passion for the community, which my
interviews confirm. However, even if the moderators’ intentions are good, the moderators still
rule over /r/bangtan in a benevolently authoritarian manner. This authoritarian rule, no matter
how benevolent, can foster a space that might ignore potential sources of cultural or racial
fandom conflict, particularly in a transcultural fandom. If the community is benevolently
authoritarian, one questions why a regular user would want to join such a community.
The Draw of Moderators as Gatekeepers
Counterintuitively, /r/bangtan’s benevolently authoritarian style of moderation is the very
reason users prefer it. My interviews supported this and specified the subreddit’s main
advantages first as the moderators’ gatekeeping of the news feed, which separates important new
updates from unverified rumors, and second as the moderators’ ability to protect users from
potential cyberbullying. For example, Moderator #6 explained that:
...having a mod team means you get more of a curated feed—a lot of the removals we do
are almost editorial in nature, cutting out fluff, spam, or things that are poorly sourced or
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not true. That also sets it apart and I think is a nicer experience for sub members because
most of the onus for that curation is on the mod team—not the sub members—to do. By
contrast, on other platforms that's on the user to figure out who to follow, who to block,
etc.
Moderators are the ultimate gatekeeper for determining what is worthwhile BTS content. For the
people who use /r/bangtan as their primary source of BTS news, the moderators act as an
information gatekeeper, curating the content able to reach and influence this section of the
transcultural BTS fandom. If the moderators prohibit something on the subreddit, people who
primarily use /r/bangtan for news and updates will not assign as much verified importance to it as
something that is allowed on /r/bangtan. This is because, as in political gatekeeping, the content
“that gets through the gates are accorded the most importance by the audience and effects public
opinion” (Shoemaker and Vos, 2009: 3). The moderators thereby influence the community’s
opinions and interactions with BTS by controlling the information flow, which is even more
effective in a transcultural fandom where fans’ information-gathering ability and mainstream
news coverage is limited.
As an example, if a fan posted an account detailing a rude encounter with BTS, those
who use r/bangtan as their exclusive source of information would not be aware of this post, as
“rumors” and “fan drama” are prohibited subjects on /r/bangtan. Any mention would be removed
by the /r/bangtan moderators. This would in turn effect the users’ perception of BTS and the
fandom (in this case, positively by omission). Even if these users saw this post on another
platform, /r/bangtan users are inclined to take it less seriously and scroll past because the post did
not receive /r/bangtan’s verification. This is because most users do not want to do the
time-consuming process of seeking out and verifying content themselves. The lack of trusted,
mainstream news sources for transcultural fandoms leaves fan communities like /r/bangtan to fill
the void. In this sense, rhizomatic platforms are like tabloids, while /r/bangtan is the reliable
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fandom newspaper. This gives the /r/bangtan moderators the power to determine what is “real”
or “fake” news for its users, and thereby influence fans’ attitudes, as political gatekeepers do.
While the moderators consistently mentioned gatekeeping as /r/bangtan’s primary draw,
another advantage is cyberbullying protection. This is how Moderator #5 described the
advantages of /r/bangtan over other platforms:
Most other BTS fandom spaces are either entirely unmoderated or loosely moderated….
the moderation appeals to fans who prefer to interact in the fandom without certain
negative baggage that usually comes with unmoderated platforms—e.g. rude and hostile
behavior, rumors/gossip, trolling, excessive low-effort content, etc.
Moderator #5 directly mentions the rhizomatic nature of other social media platforms as a
weakness compared to /r/bangtan’s institutionally hierarchical structure, specifically in the
control over fan interactions. Rhizomatic social media platforms may seem to have less strictly
regulated speech, however, less regulated speech brings with it problems like mob rule and
digital populism (Kim, 2008). Internet anonymity exacerbates these drawbacks and increases the
potential for internet hate mobs to form. Moderators can use their unlimited, permanent social
capital as a barrier against cyberbullying by banning users who engage in personal attacks or
trolling from the subreddit. This distinguishes /r/bangtan from rhizomatic social media platforms
and allows them to control the subreddit’s discourse, for better or for worse.
In sum, the moderators describe the draw of /r/bangtan as two main things: the
moderators’ ability to gatekeep content and prevent cyberbullying. While both reasons sound
plausible for someone to prefer an openly authoritarian, hierarchical platform over a rhizomatic
one, we have to wonder if the users themselves actually believe the moderators do a good job of
gatekeeping. If not, there would be no reason for users to frequent the community.
Users’ Opinions of the Moderators
In order to determine users’ thoughts about /r/bangtan’s moderation, I analyzed regular
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/r/bangtan users’ public comments made in response to topics created for community feedback or
engagement (such as community announcements or rule update posts). Although the type of
users that interact with these posts are likely the most active and engaged in the community,
these are also the users most likely to voice concerns about any questionable moderation actions.
The vast majority of moderator announcement posts I saw had comments praising the
moderators. I focused on two main subreddit threads to determine users’ general feelings towards
the moderators: one moderator-created thread celebrating /r/bangtan’s 6th anniversary, and one
user-created thread suggesting that the moderators implement a less authoritarian feature on the
subreddit. The first thread demonstrates typical comments the users make about the moderators,
and the second thread demonstrates how the community responds to a request for less hierarchy
in such an authoritarian community.
In general, users’ comments about the moderators on /r/bangtan’s 6th anniversary post
were positive, praising the moderators with specific reference to gatekeeping. One such example
of a user comment praises the moderators for keeping the subreddit a safe, organized space that
any new fan can use to familiarize themselves with BTS. The comment goes on to express that
the user feels they were “raised right” as a new fan, and “guided” to be a model BTS fan. The
user finishes by stating they believe they wouldn’t have the same “perception, depth, and
maturity” as a fan if they participated on any other social media platform (r/bangtan, 2020). The
user starts the comment by thanking the “mods” and then changes to thanking “the subreddit,”
referring to the community of the subreddit. However, “the subreddit” also refers to the
moderators, since they shape the overall culture, rules, and discussion style of the subreddit
(Squirrell, 2019) with their gatekeeping abilities. When this user describes being “guided” by the
subreddit, the user references the moderators’ news feed curation changing their “perception” of
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what is worthy content to engage with, similar to how gatekeepers influence people’s perceptions
of the world (Shoemaker and Vos, 2009). Hierarchical transcultural fandoms like /r/bangtan
compound this influence over a fan’s “perception” due to linguistic, geographic, and cultural
information barriers and lack of alternative news aggregation sources. The “depth” and
“maturity” the user gained from the subreddit references the moderators’ gatekeeping of
subreddit discourse, as the rules of /r/bangtan only allow the users to conduct themselves in a
more “mature” manner, unlike social media platforms with less regulated speech. This comment
shows how the users generally align with the opinions of the moderators on what makes the
/r/bangtan community appealing. It demonstrates that /r/bangtan users want someone perceived
as unbiased to control what content they engage with.
On the other hand, another post made by a regular user suggests a policy of monthly
“town halls,” where users can bring up their grievances with the rules or any other subreddit
issues publicly. In other words, the user asks for less hierarchy in a strictly authoritarian
community. The user even states in the original post that BTS advocates against
authoritarianism, and questions why /r/bangtan wouldn’t follow that example (r/bangtan, 2019a).
This reason for the proposed policy clearly challenges the hierarchical nature of Reddit as a
platform and the general authority of the /r/bangtan moderators. The community’s response to
this post was largely negative, with most users expressing that the moderators ran things
satisfactorily. In the most-upvoted comment of the thread, one user responds that while they are
not opposed to the idea, they believe that how the moderators operate is “effective” and doesn’t
need to change (r/bangtan, 2019b). Even when /r/bangtan was presented with open opposition to
the moderators and given a less hierarchical alternative, users still supported the subreddit’s
hierarchical, authoritarian structure. The users want the moderators to rule in a benevolently
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authoritarian way, provided the moderators are perceived as unbiased when gatekeeping
information and keep the subreddit discourse “mature” by controlling fan interactions.
Some might question the uncritical support of the moderation team as the result of
self-selection: users choosing to remain in the community do so because they agree with the
actions the moderators take, while users who disagree with the moderators leave for another type
of social media. I agree fully; those who disagree with the moderators’ actions do often leave (or
are banned) and go to another platform, as other scholars have noted (Squirrell, 2019). However,
I would argue that the fact that over 145,000 subscribed users voluntarily deciding to use
/r/bangtan and affirm the moderators’ gatekeeping is notable. The sheer number of people in the
/r/bangtan community, which is the largest English-language BTS forum, suggests a desire for a
polite, gatekept fandom space like /r/bangtan. The moderators’ information gatekeeping and
discourse policing provide an appealing alternative to the rhizomatic Internet’s “signal-to-noise
ratio” of unverified information and opinions that is “bad and getting worse,” (Kollock, 2002:
219) and that becomes worse still in a transcultural fandom due to information-gathering
barriers. A space like /r/bangtan proves that there are people who want gatekept information,
rather than listening to the disorganized opinions available on other platforms. The gatekeepers
who direct information, then, effect what content from the East-West flow will reach and
influence their audience, particularly in a transcultural setting like /r/bangtan.
Conclusion
Visibly hierarchical social media communities influence the trajectory of the larger
East-West cultural flow. In the case of /r/bangtan, a transcultural digital Anglophone K-pop
fandom space, we can see the details of how a hierarchical platforms’ influence works in a
transcultural setting. Volunteer subreddit moderators shape their community through their
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executive ability to gatekeep content through the creation and enforcement of the rules. Like a
traditional gatekeeper, moderators are able to shape the /r/bangtan community’s perceptions of
BTS by gatekeeping the community’s information flow. The moderators’ control over /r/bangtan
users’ perception and engagement with BTS is enhanced since transcultural BTS fans’ ability to
find information about BTS is hindered by linguistic, geographic, and cultural barriers and lack
of mainstream news sources. Therefore, moderators of transcultural fandoms such as /r/bangtan
influence how and what Eastern content their users will continue to interact with, perceive, and
further spread along this East-West flow. This thereby challenges both the major Eastern and
Western media circuits’ control over BTS’ meaning-making, following trends on other platforms
(Johnson, 2017). This paper demonstrates how /r/bangtan challenges the core-periphery of global
media flows, but it also highlights how predominantly Western, English-speaking fans shape the
transcultural flow of BTS fandom.
Moderators determine what is acceptable discourse for the community through their
ability to create and enforce the rules. Since moderators control community discourse, we can
see them as having unlimited social capital within their community. Due to this monopoly on the
rules and enforcement, /r/bangtan is ruled in an authoritarian manner. However, although we
might expect the authoritarian nature of the subreddit to be unappealing to users, it is why users
prefer /r/bangtan. Users want someone to gatekeep the news and prevent cyberbullying so they
do not have to. For this reason, moderators maintain their unlimited social capital and remain on
friendly terms with the community so long as they are perceived as unbiased. Because the users
who prefer to use r/bangtan also prefer for the moderators to decide what content they should
care about, the moderators are also necessarily gatekeeping what content from the East-West
media flow is allowed to reach and influence this segment of the transcultural fandom. The
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number of users who prefer an expertly curated, seemingly unbiased space like /r/bangtan also
indicates that there is a substantial desire for perceived unbiased gatekeepers to filter out “fake
news” and other unverified content widely circulating on rhizomatic platforms. Research about
the role and structure of transcultural hierarchical fandoms like /r/bangtan allows us to
understand more of the mechanisms that make the East-West flow possible.
Further studies could analyze different transcultural hierarchical fandom spaces, whether
on Reddit or a different social media platform, to see if the findings in this paper apply to other
transcultural hierarchical fandom spaces. They could also address non-native English speakers or
users from non-Western countries in these Anglophone, Western fandom spaces. Further research
could also address how fans interact with and use differently structured social media sites for
different purposes. This paper did not have space to adequately address the potential for racial
and cultural conflicts in hierarchical, transcultural spaces like /r/bangtan, however, future
research could build on this article to do so. Finally, future research can explore with more
nuance the effect of a transcultural fandom on BTS’ global popularity.
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